
Summer Lesbian Bed Death 

Our relationship can be mapped through the seasons. The cacophony of colours that is autumn; the heat 

that our passion created in winter; the vigour of new life that comes with spring.  

And now we are in our driest time. A time I see fit to label: Summer.  

I hate summer. It is long and boring and oppressing. 

And right now? The love I share with her, my girlfriend, feels as stagnant and suffocating as a 40 degree 

day.  

Things need to be... spruced.  

I’m too young for lesbian bed death, damn it!  

I tell work I am sick, but I don’t tell her.  

I make sure we have plenty of champagne and other lubricants in the fridge. 

I head to Haughty Naughty. The staff, oddly fascinated by lesbians, offer excellent service and an almost 

intrusive amount of help.  

I park, walk inside, and find them: nipple tassels.  

A smiles stretches across my face as I search for the most gaudy and erotic pair. Shoved in the middle of 

the rack I find a pair that boast the added bonus of any pulls or twerks resulting in tighter clamping. They 

have long fringes, and each strand ends with a black pearl. I make my purchase and return home.  

As I walk inside I pull off my top and my bra, dropping them as I go. I detour through the kitchen filling the 

ice bucket and putting the champagne and glasses in. Straddling one of the wooden benches in our 

secluded little courtyard, I have a closer look at the tassels I have purchased.  

They seem fairly self-explanatory.  

I glance down at my boobs, then over my shoulder to the clock. She’ll be home in an hour or so.  

I carefully clamp on my tassels. They look good. I wonder if I can make them dance, so I do some seated 

moves. The tassels spin and make an oddly satisfying sound, and once again I am thankful for the privacy of 

our courtyard.  

They feel incredible!  

My mobile rings and it is her. I tell her I am home early.  

She tells me she will be on her way soon.  

I stretch out on my stomach. The wooden slats of the bench are warm with promise.  

Sleep sneaks up on me. 

I wake with a start when I hear the front door shut. My heart instantly begins to beat double time. I can 

hear the ice in the bucket nudging against the glasses and the bottle as she approaches.  



Our passion quickly grows and in my mind I was already claiming victory over the summer of our 

relationship.  

She stands, and I find myself in excruciating agony.  

Every time I try to rise from the bench, the pain worsens. The fucking tassels! They must have slipped 

between the slats in the bench! I gasp and shudder and gasp and squirm. 

She asks if I am OK and I gasp out two words: My chest! 

She instantly reverts to panic mode and assumes heart attack.  

I try to explain, to calm her and to free myself all at once. But she isn’t listening.  

She is on the phone.  

She is on the phone! 

I hear approaching sirens. Each time I move or talk, she forces me to be quiet and to lie still. Each time I 

squirm, I discover even tighter notches on those damn clamps. It was a panicked mix of moans and squeals 

and tears and words. And sirens!  

Loud banging on the front door causes me to lose all reason. Yelling NO! NO! at the top of my lungs, I grit 

my teeth and try to stand by lifting the bench with me. Like a woman possessed with the idea of saving my 

life, she grabs the bench and forces me to drop it.  

I howl.  

Certain my nipples now reach the floor, I grab my breasts and assume the foetal position.  

The front door bursts open, and two paramedics charge out to the courtyard.  

It appears I have some explaining to do.  

But for now, all I can do is hold my bruised nipples and look up at her. Her face, creased with worry and 

fear; streaked with tears and full to overflowing with love.  

We will survive summer.  

And after the summer?  

We will need to move. 

 

 


